We present a fast and accurate collision detection algorithm for haptic interaction with polygonal models. Given a model, we pre-compute a hybrid hierarchical representation, consisting of uniform grids (represented using a hash table) and trees of tight-tting oriented bounding box trees (OBBTrees). At run time, we use hybrid hierarchical representations and exploit frame-to-frame coherence for fast proximity queries. We describe a new overlap test, which is specialized for intersection of a line segment with an oriented bounding box for haptic simulation and takes 42-72 operations including transformation costs. The algorithms have been implemented as part of H-COLLIDE and interfaced with a PHANToM arm and its haptic toolkit, GHOST, and applied to a number of models. As compared to the commercial implementation, we are able to achieve up to 20 times speedup in our experiments and sustain update rates over 1000Hz on a 400MHz Pentium II. In practice, our prototype implementation can accurately and e ciently detect contacts between a virtual probe guided by a force-feedback arm and large complex geometries composed of tens of thousands of polygons, with substained kHz rates.
Introduction
Research in computational geometry provides an algorithmic foundation and analytic tools for geometric problems encountered in many elds of the arts, sciences and engineering. In this paper, we describe applications of geometric concepts and data structures, namely spatial partitioning and hierarchical representations, to the problem of collision detection (another well-studied topic in computational geometry) for haptic interaction with virtual environments.
Motivation
Virtual environments require natural and real-time interaction between computer systems and users. Compared to the presentation of visual and auditory information, methods for haptic display are not as well developed. Haptic rendering as an augmentation to visual display can improve perception and understanding both of force elds and of world models populated in synthetic environments 6].
Algorithmic techniques and geometric engineering are required to integrate force feedback devices with 3D graphical display systems to o er new avenues toward promising advancement in haptic interaction with the virtual environments. Possible applications include rapid prototyping, interactive visualization and manipulation of molecular structures, tolerance veri cation for virtual mock-up, surgical simulation, teleoperation for manufacturing and medical diagnosis, scienti c exploration, personnel training and education.
Haptic display is often rendered through what is essentially a small robot arm, used in reverse. Such devices are now commercially available for a variety of con gurations (2D, 3D, 6D, specialized for laparoscopy or general-purpose). The system used in this work was a 6-Degree-of-Freedom(DoF)-in/3-DoF-out SensAble Technologies PHANToM arm.
\Real-time" graphics applications have display update requirements somewhere between 20 and 30 frames/second. In contrast, the update rate of haptic simulations must be as high as 1000 updates per second in order to maintain a stable system. This rate varies with the spatial frequency and sti ness of displayed forces, and with the speed of motion of the user. Also, the skin is sensitive to vibrations of greater than 500 Hz, so changes in force at even relatively high frequencies are detectable 10].
In order to create a sense of touch between the user's hand and a virtual object, contact or restoring forces are generated to prevent penetration into this virtual object. These forces are computed by rst detecting if a collision or penetration has occurred, then determining the (projected) contact point on the object surface. Most existing algorithms address the collision detection and contact determination problems for relatively small models consisting of only a few thousand polygons or a few surfaces. Our ultimate goal is to be able to achieve smooth, realistic haptic interaction with CAD models of high complexity (consisting of tens of thousands of primitives) for virtual prototyping applications. In addition, we are aiming at designing algorithms that are easily extensible to support a wide range of force-feedback devices (including 6-DoF arms) and deformable surfaces.
There is considerable literature in computational geometry, computer graph-ics, robotics and virtual environments on fast collision detection between geometric models. A number of algorithms based on bounding volume hierarchies, spatial decomposition or special properties of geometric models (e.g. convex polytopes, implicitly de ned surfaces) have been proposed. However, none of the existing methods are able to detect all the contacts in less than a millisecond on complex geometric models composed of tens of thousands of polygons accurately without gross approximation. Computing all contact points accurately to support real-time haptic interaction with complex virtual environments at kHz rates is one of the major challenges for geometric engineering and algorithm design.
Main Contribution
In this paper we present an algorithmic framework for fast and accurate collision detection for haptic interaction. It consists of a number of geometric algorithms and a prototype system specialized for computing contact(s) between the probe of the force-feedback device and objects in the virtual environment. To meet the stringent performance requirements for haptic interaction, we use a hybrid approach and specialize many earlier geometric algorithms for this application. Our framework utilizes many geometric concepts and data structures from computational geometry. These include:
Spatial Partitioning: It decomposes the workspace into uniform grids or cells, implemented as a hash table to e ciently deal with large storage requirements. At runtime, the algorithm can quickly nd the cells containing the path swept out by the hand-held probe.
Bounding Volume Hierarchy: Bounding volume hierarchies have been well studied in computational geometry for various geometric operations. Any bounding volume hierarchy can be used with this framework. Some of the well-known examples include trees of sphere 20, 35] Frame-to-Frame Coherence: Typically, there is little movement in the probe position between successive steps. The algorithm utilizes spatial coherence by caching the contact information from the previous step to perform incremental computations.
The algorithm pre-computes a hybrid hierarchy. Our algorithmic framework also allows the application program to select only a subset of the approaches listed above.
We have successfully implemented all the geometric algorithms described above, interfaced them with GHOST (a commercial haptic library) 39] and used them to nd surface contact points between the probe of a PHANToM arm and large geometric models (composed of tens of thousands of polygons). Their performance varies based on the geometric model, the con guration of the probe relative to the model, machine con guration (e.g. cache and memory size) and the combination of techniques used by our system. The overall approach results in a factor of 2 ? 20 speed improvement as compared to earlier algorithms and commercial implementations. For a number of models composed of 5; 000 ? 80; 000 polygons, our prototype implementation is able to sustain a kHz update rate on a 400 MHz Pentium II.
The results presented in this paper are specialized for a point probe against 3D object collision detection. We conjecture that it can be extended to compute object-object intersection for a six-degree-of-freedom haptic device as well.
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 provides a brief survey of related research. Section 3 describes the system architecture and algorithms used in the design of our system. We discuss the implementation issues in Section 4. We present analysis of our algorithm in Section 5, discuss our experimental results and compare their performance with a commercial implementation in Section 6. To conclude, we discuss possible future directions of this research.
Related Work
Collision detection and contact determination are well-studied problems in computational geometry, computer graphics, robotics and virtual environments. Due to limited space, we refer the readers to 19, 26] for recent surveys. In the ray-tracing literature, the problem of computing fast intersections be-tween a ray and a three-dimensional geometric model has also been extensively studied 1]. While a number of algorithms have been proposed that make use of bounding volume hierarchies, spatial partitioning or frame-to-frame coherence, there is relatively little available on hybrid approaches combining two or more such techniques. 23 ; 000 triangles on an SGI Indigo2 and 4 milliseconds for models composed of 3 parametric surfaces on a Motorola 68040 microprocessor. Gibson 14] and Sobierajski 2] have proposed algorithms for object manipulation including haptic interaction with volumetric objects and physicallyrealistic modeling of object interactions. Researchers at Boeing proposed a voxmap-sampling technique 30] for 6-dof haptic rendering, where point samples from one surface are tested against the voxel representations of the static environment. This approximation approach achieves constant query time in exchange for accuracy and correctness of haptic force display. False collisions are often reported and actual collision are occasionally missed, due to discretization of the workspace and sampling of the moving object.
Fast Proximity Queries for Haptic Interaction
In this section, we describe the haptic system setup and algorithmic techniques that are an integral part of the collision detection algorithmic framework for haptic interaction, H-COLLIDE.
Haptic System Architecture
Due to the stringent update requirements for real-time haptic display, we run a special stand-alone haptic server written with the VRPN library available at http://www.cs.unc.edu/Research/nano/manual/vrpn on a PC connected to the PHANToM. The client application runs on another machine, which is typically the host for graphical display. Through VRPN, the client application sends the server the description of the scene to be haptically displayed, and the server sends back information such as the position and orientation of the PHANToM probe. The client application can also modify and transform the scene being displayed by the haptic server.
Algorithm Overview
Given the last and current positions of the PHANToM probe, we need to determine if it has passed through an object's surface, in order to display the appropriate force. The probe movement is usually small due to the high haptic update rates. This implies that we only need to check a relatively small volume of the workspace for geometric contacts.
Approaches using spatial partitioning seem to be natural candidates for such situations. For large and complex models, techniques based on uniform or adaptive grids can be implemented more e ciently using hash tables. However, to achieve the desired speed, these approaches still have extremely high storage requirements even when implemented using a hashing scheme.
Despite its better t to the underlying geometry, any hierarchical bounding volume method may end up traversing trees to great depths to locate exact contact points for large, complex models. To take advantage of each approach and to avoid some of the de ciencies of each, we propose a hybrid algorithm.
Hybrid Hierarchical Representation: Given a virtual environment containing several objects, each composed of tens of thousands of polygons, the algorithm computes a hybrid hierarchical representation of the objects as part of the o -line pre-computation. The entire virtual workspace is rst partitioned into coarse-grain uniform grid cells. Then, for each grid cell containing some primitives of the objects in the virtual world, an OBBTree for that grid cell is computed and a pointer to the associated OBBTree is stored using a hash table for expected constant-time proximity queries.
Specialized Intersection Tests: The on-line computation of our collision detection framework consists of three phases. In the rst phase, \the region of potential contacts" is identi ed by determining which cells were touched by the probe path, using the precomputed look-up table. In the second phase, the OBBTree(s) in that cell are traversed to determine if collisions have occurred, using the specialized fast overlap test described later. If the line segment intersects with an OBB in the leaf node, then the third phase computes the (projected) surface contact point(s) (SCP) using techniques similar to those in 39, 41] .
Frame-to-Frame Coherence: If in the previous frame the probe of the feedback device was in contact with the surface of the model, we exploit frameto-frame coherence by traversing the surface of the mesh starting with the contact witness from the previous frame. If this traversal does not yield a contact, then we proceed using the hybrid hierarchical representation of the objects.
Overlap Test based on a Line Segment against an OBBTree
At rst glance, it is tempting to use sophisticated and optimized line clipping algorithms. However, the line-OBB intersection problem for haptic interaction is a simpler one than line clipping and the environment is dynamic and consisting of many OBBs.
For haptic display using a point probe, we can specialize the algorithm based on OBBTrees by only testing a line segment (representing the path swept out by the probe between two successive steps) and an OBBTree. (The original algorithm 16] uses a overlap test between a pair of OBBs and can take more than 200 operations per test.) At run time, most of the computation is spent in nding collisions between a line segment and an OBB. To optimize this query, we have designed a very fast overlap test between a line segment and an OBB, that takes as few as 6 operations and only 36 arithmetic operations in the worst case, not including the cost of transformation.
Here we describe this specialized overlap test between a line segment and an oriented bounding box for haptic rendering. Without loss of generality, we choose the coordinate system centered on and aligned with the box { so the problem is transformed to an overlap test between a segment and a centered axis-aligned bounding box. Our overlap test uses the Separating-Axis Theorem described in 16], specialized for a line segment against an OBB.
Speci cally, the candidate axes are the three box face normals (which are aligned with the coordinate axes) and their cross-products with the line segment's direction vector. We project both the box and the segment onto each of these six candidate axes, and test whether the projection intervals overlap. If the projections are disjoint for any of the six candidate axes, then the segment and the box are disjoint. Otherwise, the segment and the box overlap.
How are the projection intervals computed? First note that the center points of the segment and of the box project to the midpoints of their respective intervals as shown in Figure 1 . We can also directly compute the lengths (actually the half-lengths) of the intervals. The intervals overlap if and only if the separation between their midpoints is less than the sum of their halflengths. When a segment and an OBB are disjoint, the routine often encounters an early exit and only one (or two) out of the six expressions is executed. Total operation count for the worst case is: 9 absolute values, 6 comparisons, 9 add and subtracts, 12 multiplies. This does not include the cost of transforming the segment (i.e. 36 operations) into a coordinate system centered and aligned with the box.
Implementation Issues
H-COLLIDE, a framework for fast and accurate collision detection for haptic interaction, is designed based on the hybrid hierarchical representation and geometric algorithmic techniques described above. Figure 2 shows the system architecture of H-COLLIDE.
H-COLLIDE has been successfully implemented in C++. We have interfaced H-COLLIDE with GHOST, a commercial software developer's toolkit for haptic rendering, and used it to nd surface contact points between the probe of a PHANToM arm and large geometric models (composed of tens of thousands of polygons). Here we describe some of the implementation issues. 
Hashing Scheme
Clearly it is extremely ine cient to allocate storage for all the cells, since a polygonal surface is most likely to occupy a very small fraction of them. We use a hash table to alleviate the storage problem. From each cell location at (x; y; z) and a grid that has len cells in each dimension, we can compute a unique key using key = x + y len + z len 2 .
In order to avoid hashing too many cells with the same pattern into the same table location we compute the actual location for a grid cell in the hash table with TableLoc = random(key)%TableLength.
Should the table have too many cells in one table location, we can simply grow the table. Hence, it is possible to determine which triangles we need to check in constant time and the amount of storage required is a constant factor (based on the grid grain) of the surface area of the object we want to \feel".
Determining the optimal grid grain is a non-trivial problem in practice. We present a possible analytical solution to this issue and an accompanying anal-ysis in the next section. Due to the practical di culty of determining the optimal grid size, we simply set the grain of the grids to be the average length of all edges multiplied by a constant, which is chosen based on experimentation. If the model has a very irregular triangulation it is possible that there could be a large number of small triangles in a single grid cell. In this case, the triangles of each grid cell are stored in an OBBTree and checked for collision with the probe using the specialized overlap test described in Section 3.3.
User Options
Since the hybrid approach used in H-COLLIDE has a higher storage requirement than either individual technique alone, the system also allows the user to select a subset of the techniques, such as the algorithm purely based on OBBTrees, to allow for better performance on a machine with less memory.
Algorithm Analysis
In this section, we examine the runtime performance of our hybrid collision detection algorithm for haptic interaction and analyze the issues involved in determining an optimal grid size.
Runtime Performance
Our algorithmic framework should be able to ensure that the running time of our approach is empirically constant, independent of the complexity of the model. Here we analyze the runtime performance of our hybrid approach, given a set of assumptions. Later in Section 6, we will see the results of relaxing some of our assumptions.
Let P be a general polygonal model representing the environment in R 3 . P may not have topological connectivity. Suppose that P is given as a collection of N triangles.
Assumption 1
The last probe location is close to the current probe location such that the path swept out by the probe goes through at most S grid cells, where S 1.
Assumption 2 P is uniformly tessellated, e.g. the number of triangles per unit surface area is constant across the surface of P.
Assumption 3 There is only one contact point with the surface of the object and one triangle in contact with the probe, since it is only the tip of the probe that is touching the surface of the virtual object. Theorem 6 Let N be the number of triangles in a given model P. With Assumptions 1 and 2, the expected collision query time using the hybrid data structures for possible intersections between P and a line segment L is O(1).
The basic dictionary operations using hash tables require only O (1) 
Determining the Optimal Grid Size
Even with the hashing scheme, a very small grid size can consume a huge amount of memory. Furthermore, if the granularity of the grid is extremely small compared with the size of a triangle, then it can take a long time to scan that triangle into all of the grid cells it covers. (However, this is a one-time precomputation when we load the model.) Similarly, a grid size that is too large can result in too many triangles to check for intersection in one force update iteration. Many models we encounter do not have polygons of uniform sizes. Many have long and skinny triangles.
To analytically determine the optimal grid size is a rather di cult problem, since there are numerous parameters that may a ect the performance of any real-time haptic systems in addition to algorithmic issues. In order to simplify the model of computation to obtain a better intuition of the problem, we make Assumptions 1 { 4 in our analysis.
With this set of assumptions, let N be the total number of triangles for the object to be \felt" by the probe, M be the average number of triangles per optimal grid cell, K = 1 and S = 1. We will analyze the bounds on the number of triangles that should be contained per optimal grid cell, and determine the optimal grid size based on these numbers.
Let the cost of performing collision detection using only OBBtrees and specialized OBB-line overlap test be C r , the cost of performing collision detection using hashing scheme alone be C g , and the cost of using the hybrid algorithm be C h . Let C obb be the number of arithmetic operations required to perform an OBB-line overlap test, C tri be the number of operations required to perform a line and a triangle intersection test, and C l be the number of operations required to perform the hash function evaluation for table lookup. Since the total number of nodes in an OBBTree of height h is 2 h + 1, we have C r = (2 log N + 1) C obb + C tri (1) C g = M C tri + C l (2) C h = (2 log M + 1) C obb + C tri + C l
For the hybrid method to outperform both the specialized algorithm with only OBBTrees or the uniform spatial partitioning using hash table look-up, (1) C h < C r and (2) C h < C g must be satis ed. Together (1) and (2) imply the following:
M is bounded above and below by these two inequalities. Inequality 4 is almost always true, when we assume that M is much smaller than N. Inequality 5 states that as M increases over some minimum threshold value the inequality is better satis ed. This implies that the hybrid algorithm will only be more efcient than the specialized algorithm using the OBBTrees alone, if the average number of triangles per grid is greater than some constant.
In our implementation, C tri varies from 18 to 55 operations and C obb varies from 42 to 72 (including the cost of transformation), since both tests have a sequence of conditional statements that may not be executed all the time depending the contact con guration. C l depends on the number of operations taken by the random number generator. For the purpose of this analysis, we will assume C l to be in the range of 10 ? 20 arithmetic operations. So, the ratios C l C obb and C obb C tri ranges from 0:9 ? 5:5 and 0:764 ? 4:0 respectively. This makes it rather di cult to determine one unique value for the optimal grid cell for all scenarios { even under the given set of assumptions, though in theory we can compute a range of near-optimal grid sizes based on these assumptions.
Let us now examine the impact of our assumptions on the computation of grid size. If Assumption 1 and 3 are not entirely true, e.g. the line segment swept out by the probe occupies multiple grid cells or there are multiple triangles intersecting the line segment, then small constants will be introduced to various terms in Eqns. (1), (2) or (3). If parts of the objects or the objects themselves start to move around, then we will also need to consider the cost of updating the data structures, which may vary depending on which part of models need to be checked for collision detection.
Assumption 2 is not always true in many of the CAD/CAM models. Several real-world models we have observed and used in our benchmark (see Plates I-V) have uneven surface tessellations. In fact, their triangle shapes and sizes vary. Many long and skinny triangles each cover several grid cells; while grid cells of a di erent part of the same model may have many small triangles. It is rather challenging to analytically compute one near-optimal grid size that actually works well in practice for all input models.
Performance and Comparison
For comparison, we have implemented adaptive grids, our hybrid approach and an algorithm using only OBBTrees and the specialized overlap test described in Section 3.3. We have applied them to several models of varying complexity (see Color Plates at http://www.cs.unc.edu/~geom/HCollide/model.pdf or the images attached to the end of the paper). Their performance varies based on the models, the con guration of the probe relative to the model, machine con guration (e.g. cache and memory size), and the combination of techniques used by our system. Our hybrid approach results in a factor of 2-20 speed improvement as compared to a native GHOST method for the models we have tried. For a number of models composed of 5; 000 ? 80; 000 polygons, our system is able to compute all the contacts and response at rates higher than 1000 Hz on a 400MHz Pentium II.
Obtaining Test Data
We rst obtained the test data set by deriving a class from the triangle mesh primitive which comes with SensAble Technologies' GHOST library, version 2.0 beta. This records the start and the endpoint of each segment used for collision detection during a real force-feedback session with a 3-DOF PHANToM arm. We then implemented the three techniques mentioned above to interface with GHOST for comparison with a native GHOST method, and timed the collision detection routines for the di erent libraries using the data from the test set. The test set for each of these models contains 30,000 readings. In order gain a better comparison between the di erent techniques, the frameto-frame coherence method described in Section 3.2 was not used for these timings.
The distinction between a collision and an intersection shown in the tables is particular to GHOST's haptic rendering. Each haptic update cycle contains a \collision" test to see if the line segment from the last position of the PHANToM probe to its current position has intersected any of the geometry in the haptic scene. If there has been a collision, then the intersected primitive suggests a surface contact point for the PHANToM probe to move towards. In this case it is now necessary to perform an \intersection" test to determine if the line segment from the last position of the PHANToM probe to the suggested surface contact point intersects any of the geometry in the scene (including the primitive with which there was a \collision").
The timings (in milliseconds) shown in Tables 1-5 were obtained by replaying the test data set on a four-processor 400 MHz PC, with 1 GB of physical memory. Each timing was obtained using only one processor. For comparison, we ran the same suite of tests on a single processor 300 MHz Pentium Pro with 128 MB memory. The hybrid approach appeared to be the most favorable on this system as well.
Comparison between Algorithms
Since the algorithms run on a real-time system, we are not only interested in the average performance, but also the worst case performance. Tables 1-5 show the timings in milliseconds obtained for both cases on each model and each contact con guration. First of all, we noticed that our analysis of expected constant time performance for our hybrid collision detection algorithm is validated empirically with the timings given in Tables 1-5 . With an exception of average query time for Table 2 where Assumptions 1 and 2 do not hold, the average query time was consistently in the range of 0:014 to 0:016 milliseconds, independent of the complexity of the model. In comparison, the average query time for native GHOST collision detection ranged from 0:048 ? 0:32 milliseconds, as the model size increased from 5K polygons to 79K polygons. Note that even with incoherent motions and varied triangle distribution, the average query time in Table 2 (0.025 milliseconds) is still well within the operational range of 1 millisecond desired by haptic display. All of our algorithms are able to perform collision queries at rates faster than the required 1000 Hz force update rate for all the models we tested in the worst case. Although the hybrid approach often outperforms the algorithm based on OBBTrees, it is sometimes slightly slower than the algorithm based on OBBTrees. We conjecture that this behavior is due to the cache size of the CPU (independent of the memory size) and memory paging algorithm of the operating system. Among techniques that use hierarchical representations, cache access patterns can often have a dramatic impact on run time performance.
The hybrid approach requires more memory and is likely to have a less cachefriendly memory access pattern than the algorithm purely based on OBBTrees, despite the fact that both were well within the realm of physical memory available to the machine. Furthermore, by partitioning polygons into groups using grids, the hybrid technique can enable real-time local surface modi cation.
The adaptive grids-hashing scheme, a commonly used technique in ray-tracing, did not perform equally well in all cases. Once again, our hypothesis is that its inferior worst case behavior is due to its cache access patterns, in addition to its storage requirements. While the native GHOST method is competitive for the smaller model sizes, its performance does not scale as well for larger models. Our hybrid approach and our algorithm purely based on OBBTrees and the specialized overlap test appear to be relatively una ected by the model complexity.
Dealing with Deformations
The algorithmic framework of our collision detection system can also handle local deformation. Based on our prototype system implementation of H-Collide 18], we developed an interactive multiresolution modeling and 3D painting system using a haptic interface, called inTouch 17]. The contact information output by H-Collide is used for both model editing and painting. The data structure of H-Collide allows local modi cation of data structures easily and enables fast model deformation at interactive rates. Although the environment (in this case the model being deformed and reshaped) of inTouch is no longer static and Assumption 4 does not hold, H-Collide is still able to keep up with the kHz haptic update rates.
Conclusion
We have presented a fast and accurate collision detection algorithm for haptic interaction with polygonal models and a resulting system, H-COLLIDE, consisting of a suite of algorithms and a software implementation. The algorithmic design may be extended to support a future 6-DoF haptic devices to perform collision tests between a pair of 3D objects. In addition, it can be combined with the tracing algorithm 41] to handle complex sculptured models more e ciently, using their control points.
Our ultimate goal is to support haptic interaction with complex CAD models for virtual prototyping applications. We plan to continue studying the cache behavior of the hierarchical representations, to design new hierarchy construction methods to allow even faster local modi cation of surfaces, and to work on seamless integration of algorithmic techniques and data structures to support a wide range of haptic devices.
